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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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Highlight
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results. [For Mayoral Only] As Mayor, what will your process be in
vetting and selecting your staff and Cabinet leadership?
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?
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	Text1: I have long engaged Atlanta through my leadership as Founding CEO of the National Center for Civil and Human Rights, as CEO of BrightHouse Consulting as a longtime consultant in the Atlanta office of Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and as CEO of the Woodruff Arts Center as well as a board service including The Carter Center and Easter Seals of North Georgia. These roles have given me deep relationships across the business, philanthropic, political and community sectors of Atlanta and have required me to build consensus across these communities to achieve tangible and aspirational goals. I chose to run because Atlanta is on the precipice of significant population and economic growth, but facing key challenges regarding public safety, a lack of economic mobility and a lack of a strong current or planned infrastructure to support people and businesses. I want to use both my skills and relationships to foster better public policy, to solidify old and new relationships and reinvigorate the involvement of communities and the private sector in moving public sector initiatives forward.  I am honored to be supported by several prominent Atlanta leaders including: Juanita Baranco-- her vast experience in the business and civic life of Atlanta and our work together at NCCHR and the Woodruff Arts Center highlight my leadership. K.P. Reddy and Ashish Mistry-- emerging tech VC leaders show my ability to engage new growth industries in Atlanta's future and my ability to bridge to new business communities. Rick Williams-- former co-CEO Primerica and Finance Chair at the Woodruff illustrates my financial management capabilities. Phil Olaleye and Cheryl Turner-- the current and former Presidents of the Summerhill Neighborhood Association showcase my ability to build relationships with neighborhoods across the city. Tom and Lou Glenn-- Glenn Family Foundation leaders showcase my relationships across Atlanta's philanthropic sector. 
	Text4: A successful City Council President should provide a few key leadership avenues for ensuring strong city services 1) The City Council President should help the entire Council to provide transparency and oversight to ensure city service dollars are being spent well and services delivered.- City Council President should expand the Council’s budget and legal analysis resources- The use of clear and simple public infographics and dashboards can allow greater public understanding on the reality of city service delivery (and build trust) 2) City Council overall must ensure budgets are properly developed and spent so that strong delivery of services is possible. This means regular reviews of technology investments, processes and staffing levels. The use of reviews, hearings and audits should be used to highlight improvements and areas of need and these on the record initiatives can restore trust. 3) Several city services are hindering our ability to grow and support businesses including inspections, business permitting and alcohol license processes among others. We need to focus on key processes to support business creation and increase individual entrepreneurship. 4) We must more effectively spend existing dollars so they are deployed and not taken back by federal agencies. Several programs including HOPWA, Transit funds, Workforce Development and rental assistance need immediate attention and improvement. 5) As City Council President I will use the office to convene expertise to provide ideas and innovations to the City’s approaches.  Whether CDC expertise on public health or small business owners on permitting needs- these groups will help the City serve better. 
	Text5: I do not believe that making Buckhead it's own city would solve the issues raised by many Buckhead residents. Additionally-- Atlanta as a city and a region would far weaker without Buckhead as part of the overall city. At least three major concerns need to be addressed in the Buckhead area over the first several months following the elections. Addressing these core issues will show that Atlanta can delivery for Buckhead residents. 1) Public safety- we need to increase resources in both the commercial and residential areas of Buckhead to protect public safety including additional patrols, additional cameras, additional lighting and more community relationship efforts.- we need a public campaign to remind people to not leave valuables (guns, computers) in their cars, to not leave keys in car and overall to be on the lookout and report suspicious activity.- we need a comprehensive strategy to lessen street racing including short term increases in street closures and patrols and longer term traffic control strategies especially in high pedestrian and residential areas. 2) Growth policies- working with Buckhead and citywide leadership we need a comprehensive growth plan for Buckhead that highlights where density and development are needed (eg near transit) and where lower density and environmental protections are needed. This comprehensive plan can balance the desire for growth with the needs of existing residents while also ensuring an environmentally sustainable  3) Taxes and city services- Like much of the city, basic services, maintenance and infrastructure management is below expected levels of delivery. We need a clear assessment of service levels and then budget and process adjustments to improve delivery of these services throughout Buckhead  
	Text6: Overall taxation in the City of Atlanta is at an appropriate level. However, there are details and avenues to our approach that need to be re-evaluated - We need to look at the way we are undertaking residential and commercial tax assessments. The inconsistency of the approach is unevenly and at some places inequitably valuing certain parcels leading to under revenue as well as unequal taxation. - Existing TADs need to be reviewed and funds deployed into communities that need them especially to support small and minority owned businesses. Where development is robust we need a clear plan for closing TADs where appropriate - Longer term investments in infrastructure and sustainability likely need a combination of long-term bond funding and federal dollars.  An extension of the existing TSPLOST for transportation is likely needed - A clear funding source for arts and artists needs to be identified and adopted. Hotel/motel and rental car tax usage should be considered as well as potential "cultural bonds" supported by these revenue streams. Overall the City has struggled with several existing programs (workforce training, HOPWA, transit spending) to deploy existing dollars. We need to better existing fund usage and review current spending levels to increase trust and also lessen the need for additional revenue streams and allow redeployment of funds if available.  
	Text7: The City Council President can play an important role to help the entire Council to provide transparency and oversight to ensure city service dollars are being spent well and services delivered.- Appointment Finance Committee Chair who is diligent and committed to good analysis and transparency- As City Council President I want to expand budget and legal analysis resources available to Council members. We need greater daily analysis of city spending to increase transparency and improve overall management and service delivery- The use of clear and simple public infographics and dashboards can allow greater public understanding on the reality of city service delivery (and build trust)-The Open Checkbook site is a good start but we need better summary statistics and analytical tools to allow deeper and easier understanding (similar to Neighborhood Nexus site). Data is useless unless it can be turned into usable insights As City Council President I would also lead a citizen inclusive effort to identify key metrics to track and regularly report on to increase ethics and transparency.  This can include specific spending goals/outcomes, service delivery metrics, HR metrics for city employees, and neighborhood specific metrics (eg- spending per council district, developer fees collected and spent per district).  I also believe that expanded participatory budgeting can increase citizen understanding and participation in the overall process and create greater transparency.  This method empowers citizens (and journalists alike) to have greater insight into city processes and spending.  
	Text8: In my vision for Atlanta, our first responders and community work together in a collaborative partnership to build strong, safe neighborhoods. We need to ensure that our police, fire, and rescue have the staff, training, and resources they need, and we must build police-community relationships that are founded on familiarity and trust. We must have healthy and deep relationships between officers and the community members they serve. We need to strengthen the relationships with both the Police Foundation and the Fire and Rescue Foundation to increase civic support and non-public resources to support our Police and Fire forces. We need have a spirit of working with the Police, not on or in spite of the force. We also need to engage our public health community (CDC, Emory, Morehouse School of Medicine) to bring public health strategies to bear on public safety questions. Specifically I believe we need to focus on the following priorities - Hire and retain police and fire and rescue workforce with a special emphasis on expanded units for mental health and domestic violence incidents- Review hiring processes, incentives for housing and education and training support. We need to invest in new and upgraded training facilities to improve recruiting and speed training for our officers- Implement community engagement and policing strategies combined with greater investment in programs for young people (eg- summer jobs, community centers, internships)- Increasing incentives for police and fire staff to live in the city (eg- partial housing subsidies) and well as increasing incentives and resources for higher levels of education. The more educated our police and fire/rescue officers the better and safer they undertake their jobs As City Council President I would also spend time developing relationships with Fulton and Dekalb County leadership to increase the effectiveness of the DA and Sherriff's offices and overall approach to strategies to deter crime and criminals. We have seen too many instances of serial offenders not being punished in ways that take them out of our community and thus they continue to commit crimes. 
	Text9: Diversion and policing alternatives are highly successful when specifically focused on certain parts of our community where those strategies are most appropriate. Experience in Atlanta and other cities who that alternative approaches can be highlight effective for efforts including addressing- Homelessness and paths to stable housing- Young people related activities especially for first time offenders (eg @Promise Centers)- Domestic violence and mental health related incidents especially how public safety officers respond- Pedestrian/jaywalking and other very localized violations We should evaluate these with both short-term metrics (number of engagements, recidivism rates) as well as using longer term metrics (public budget growth, long term cost avoidance) as well as with public surveys re: perception of public safety.  Ideally we would use a public-private funding strategy where private funds are focused on capital projects, training, and seed grants and public funds are focused on long term operations. Use of public-private partnerships can also speed up implementation and thus lower overall costs due to a shorter timeline of completion. These programs are also well aligned with emerging funding strategies including Social Impact Bonds. 
	Text10: First and foremost the creation of a great city is the most important economic development objective for the City of Atlanta. If the city is beautiful, functional, sustainable, affordable and provides the infrastructure for businesses and citizens alike Atlanta will be highly competitive and attractive for economic development.  Additionally- the educational opportunities while not under the control of the City of Atlanta are a key element of economic development decisions. On the educational front- the City of Atlanta can do more to ensure school readiness for all 0-4 year old kids as well as summer opportunities especially focused on 13-18 year old young people. Beyond the basic investments I believe a greater emphasis going forward in supporting small and micro businesses, focused on neglected neighborhoods and MWBE founders should be a key priority for the City of Atlanta, Invest Atlanta and public-private efforts. The return on these economic development investments can be significant and also can improve long standing challenges regarding income inequality and affordability. I also believe greater investments and incentives regarding arts, culture and public spaces including parks are a vital need for our economic future. Our ability to attract and retain great talent will depend on our quality of life in the City and other cities are making far more and smarter investments in these areas that will make it harder for Atlanta to thrive economically. If we offer a great city for college students, recent graduates and families we will be able to attract and retain a world class workforce. Finally, we need to invest in a city that values our diversity especially when it comes to Black and Brown workers of the present and the future. As the country diversifies- Atlanta has a key economic advantage if we can retain our unique diversity.  
	Text11: The City of Atlanta has a key role to play in addressing economic mobility and racial wealth gaps in both advocacy and policy. In my role as City Council President I would: - Make sure that all budgets and appropriate legislation is evaluated through the lens of impacts (positive or negative) on these issues through both personal advocacy and analysis- I believe a greater emphasis going forward in supporting small and micro businesses, focused on neglected neighborhoods and MWBE founders should be a key priority for the City of Atlanta, Invest Atlanta and public-private efforts. The return on these economic development investments can be significant and also can improve long standing challenges regarding income inequality and affordability.- Support for greater 0-4 childcare options would significantly improve economic mobility across generations. Specifically this should include options for all city workers and strategies to support greater affordability for all parents.- Improved transit including expanded MARTA bus service, streetcar and long promised transit on the Atlanta Beltline can be significant ways to address mobility and access to jobs across the city.- Improve basic licensing and permitting processes which when inefficient disproportionately impact Black and Brown business owners and entrepreneurs.  Additionally I would use my position to create multiple citizen and cross-community groups to give specific input and ideas as the public and civic sectors can better support building wealth and mobility across the entire city. Enabling citizen engagement as mentors, investors and supporters will strengthen the ecosystem for economic mobility. This will include engaging our Foundation community in exploring both impact investing and endowment deployment (eg- guaranteeing entrepreneurial loans) as funding strategies.  
	Text13: Several challenges exist as we emerge from Covid specifically We need to make sure that evictions do not increase substantially as we proceed. The City can do a better job of both distributing federal Covid money as well as working with Fulton and DeKalb counties to make sure their Covid dollars also help City of Atlanta residents where appropriate. Local jurisdictions have struggled to distribute existing funds (eg rental assistance) and still do not have a comprehensive plan for distributing 2021 and 2022 federal funds. Our homeless population has increased during Covid and we need to address the need for more low-barrier to entry options as well as working with county and state resources for higher substance abuse and mental health treatment to deliver long term homeless solutions. Public safety issues threaten our economic recovery and must be addressed (see previous answers) The City needs to provide small business assistance in the form of direct investments, increased incentives as well as flexibility regarding licensing and other related fees as recovery happens. Overall demand and lack of labor will extend the Covid impact on many small businesses. Labor force participation is also a longer-term aspect of pandemic recovery. We should continue to support struggling families with various assistance programs as transitions back to school and into new jobs is undertaken this fall. We have seen several strong innovations including sidewalk and street parking usage for outdoor dining and increased take away food options. We need to find policy ways to provide permanent options that are economically viable for public and private parties to support the innovations.  
	Text14: Affordable housing has received a great deal of attention but not enough actual investment and policy changes to move the needle. We need to make improvements in a number of areas - Increase the use of city owned property for development of affordable housing- Increase the ease of rehabilitating existing properties into affordable or mixed use units- Allow ADU (Accessory Dwelling Unit) construction and conversation without ability to deed separately. This also needs to be coupled with appropriate short-term rental regulations.- Increase federal, state and local funds to encourage and subsidize near-transit development. Transit availability increases overall "life affordability"- Using future payments from projects like the Gulch as bond supporting funding for longer term bond issuances to support affordable developments-Expand our use and support for land banking initiatives to support longer term control of underlying real estate for affordable housing.-Consider zoning changes in certain parts of the City to allow ground floor commercial to be converted to live/work spaces (i.e.- Greenville Riverwalk approach) Affordability of housing also rests on two broader issues that the city should address: 1) Overall home construction has slowed leading to price increases across the entire housing market. Making housing development easier and less expensive will help ease both rental and owned housing costs for citizens 2) Housing affordability is directly related to income levels. Our efforts to support economic development, workforce training and entrepreneurship especially in neglected neighborhoods will help raise wage levels which will directly address affordability issues.  
	Text15: Displacement differs in situations regarding ownership vs rental housing. Both should be addressed as long-term residents no matter their housing situation should benefit from their long term efforts to make neighborhoods great and should not be displaced Ownership-- we should expand our use of tax abatement strategies for long term owners including considering multiple generation abatements (if children continue to make primary residence then taxes abated). We can also invest more in home upkeep and restoration efforts for long term residents. This can be combined with sustainability initiatives (eg weatherization, upgrade energy efficiencies even solar installations) to lessen housing upkeep and keep long term residents safely in their homes. Rental- we should vastly expand our use of land banks and retaining long term rental residents in their homes. Land bank strategies should also consider equity sharing with long term rental residents so they benefit from the overall improvement in the neighborhood development they have contributed to through their neighborhood engagement. Similar property upkeep and sustainability initiatives can help lower costs for rental residents thus keeping properties affordable and decreasing their displacement. We should also consider broader use of development fees to create broader anti-displacement funds in the local neighborhood/area where development is occurring. 
	Text16: The More MARTA program is an incredible opportunity to transform our community and with Covid receding and our uses and desires around public spaces and transit changing- we need to revisit what is now an outdated and unwieldy project list to ensure we have the best outcomes. - We need a swift (3 mo) review of projects with public input on the current list. This should occur when new elected officials are in place- The City Council and Mayor should hold public sessions and formal adoption of recommendations and requirements to MARTA for implementation in the City of Atlanta- MARTA should be required to regularly report in public sessions to the City Council on the status of projects from More MARTA funds- I believe we should prioritize the Atlanta Beltline transit given the promises made during the adoption of the 2016 TSPLOST.  I also believe City appointments to the MARTA Board should be reviewed by a specific citizens panel for recommendations (similar to judges being reviewed by the ABA) in order to ensure technical and leadership qualities are appropriate in the candidate for the MARTA Board.  Appointments should be recommended by the Mayor and approved by the City Council.  
	Text17: The infrastructure backlog combined with increasing demand for growth in businesses and residents in the City of Atlanta present one of the highest priority areas for focus for all city leaders. We face a situation of growing on an infrastructure foundation that is at best shaky and facing increasing pressure from climate change in the forms of flooding, strong storms and heat damage. Good infrastructure management starts with two key things:1) A clear list of the needs and the timeline of the needs 2) A strong maintenance plan and resources to do preventative maintenance activitiesWe need to ensure there is funding for the establishment and ongoing upkeep of both of these initiatives Once the needs are clearly outlined and the timelines identified- then we need a clear and publicly published plan to address our infrastructure needs including anticipated growth over the next 5 and 10 year timeframes. We should implement the following strategies to expedite delivery 1) Work with local, state and federal partners to increase funding and decrease barriers to execution on all projects2) Build public-private partnerships to help deliver and maintain projects3) Consider targeted incentives for new developments/construction to address key infrastructure needs (eg- new development address water mitigation issues)4) Engage our NGO community in joint efforts (eg- Trees Atlanta)5) Maximize federal funds available with our clear list of needs as the catalyst for applications 
	Text18: Sustainability is a vital aspect of Atlanta’s growth due to the combination of our expected population growth, the increasing impact of climate change and the demands on the tourism, consumer and corporate markets to make decisions based on the sustainability record of the city. We have made many commitments but the actual plans are still short of the aspirations. Successful initiatives in Atlanta have included the Better Buildings Challenge which helped catalyze many tangible upgrades, local solarize programs which have incentivized the adoption of private solar installations, new park construction to mitigate flooding (eg O4W Park and Cook Park) and the long-term sewer upgrade projects following the federal consent decrees. These initiatives illustrate the various mechanisms that can be successful in Atlanta and the power of public-private partnerships in success (eg Bloomberg philanthropy input or the power of group purchasing to drive lower prices). We should continue these programs but also expand them to include:- Tying economic incentives to sustainable practices- Considering building code updates to include sustainability (eg low flow toilet requirements)- Broader installation of sustainable strategies in city owned properties (eg solar installations)- Expand strategies throughout our parks system- Comprehensively plan for maintenance and expansion of Atlanta’s tree canopy through an updated tree ordinance, expanded public lands and partnership with Trees Atlanta to increase private property tree coverage Atlanta has a unique opportunity to showcase how growth and sustainability can work together to create a low-carbon growth model AND a city that is resilient to the impacts of climate change that we cannot control but we can respond to effectively. 
	Text2: Public Safety and Wellness Today we are enduring a spike in violent crime, our police force is overwhelmed and demoralized, and we feel unsafe in our city.  In the near term we need to:-Hire and retain police and fire and rescue officers with a special emphasis on expanded units for mental health and domestic violence incidents-Review hiring processes, compensation, incentives for housing and education and training support-Implement community engagement and policing strategies combined with greater investment in programs for young people (eg- summer jobs, community centers, internships) As we work on near-term priorities, we must never forget that the best and most durable guarantees of public safety are the strength and health of our communities. That’s why I’m also focused on the economic vitality and sustainable livability of every Atlanta neighborhood.-Better park and greenspace access and tree protection-Lighting and basic safety infrastructure in every neighborhood Economic Mobility and Equity As we emerge from our current crises, we must broaden and lift the economic trajectory of our city. A neighborhood thrives when businesses are plentiful, healthy food is available, parks are close by, and people are supported as they build their families’ futures.  We need better incentives and support for micro/small businesses-Greater support for early childcare and education (0-4yrs old)-Broader engagement of MWBE businesses in city purchasing efforts-Public-private partnerships to expand capital availability to MWBE businesses Infrastructure and Sustainability We need a long-term capital plan, with a clear funding mechanism, sustainable design, and strong oversight. -Deploy existing transportation funding more rapidly on projects including prioritizing transit on the Beltline-Develop more robust maintenance and repair efforts for basic infrastructure including roads, sidewalks, water management. -Invest in green energy and water conservation, not only in public facilities but across our city including tying economic incentives to sustainability investments. 
	Text 3: I have long used a collaborative style that depends on my personal outreach to a broad array of individuals and perspectives to build both a broad set of ideas and perspectives as well as a wide reach of potential supporters. When we launched the Center for Civil and Human Rights project, I personally held over 125 individual and small group meetings in the first 6 months to clearly identify key concerns, ideas and potential supporters for the work. That initial group became a key set of supporters and idea generators.  I also made it a point to go to folks in their spaces-- going to their homes and offices and facilities also allowed for deeper and more authentic relationships. I also spend a lot of time building relationships with folks currently not participating in order to bring them into the leadership process. I would continue to use my position as City Council President to bring new individuals and communities into the process of making public policy. I did this work as CEO of the Woodruff Arts Center and helped build a stronger and more diverse arts and culture community across Atlanta. Going forward we need our growing AAPI and Latino communities and leaders to have a seat at our tables to build a strong Atlanta. Finally I include data and metrics in decision making and in helping build consensus. Developing an agreed upon set of metrics and goals allow everyone to clearly understand why decisions are made and policies pursued. Implementing easier to understand reports for both Council members and the public will increase participation. 


